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Q3 2017 INVESTMENT OUTLOOK: CALMED MARKETS DOES NOT 
MEAN AN IMMINENT DOWNTURN 

 
Global markets have weathered well the geopolitical risks of the past three months. Along the French elections 
and Brexit negotiations there were green shoots of pickup in economic activity in the Eurozone and Japanese 
inflation rebirth, which sparked, although temporarily, a gradual sell off in G3 sovereign yields and a rally in risk 
markets including the peripheral euro countries. This has supported equity markets globally, with the US 
becoming somewhat richly valued relative to historical standards but with solid past and expected earnings and 
free cash flow growth. Health care and technology over performed the broader market and slowly gaining a 
bigger share of the entire S&P500 index. 
The consolidated bullish trend has created a low volatility environment, with the VIX index trading at historical 
low levels which has made investors complacent but somehow nervous of looming corrections. 
We would argue though, that even we this relatively rich valuations, they are in line with a healthy corporate 
earnings growth, US and international rebound of industrial production, consumption demand and inflation 
expectations. Furthermore, we suggest that there’s an additional effect in play that is becoming ever more 
relevant since the financial crisis of 2009: Algorithmic quant trading (ie. HFTs and HFs and ETFs). These new 
players have been providing increasing liquidity, while at the same time arbitraging in discrepancies in the market 
wherever they pop up in ever decreasing times, thereby smoothening out volatility, but making sudden changes 
in fundamentals or geopolitics subject to large spikes in volatility, followed by quick recoveries. This combined 
with lower for longer (even permanent) yields, stagnant wages and productivity growth, and increasing speeds in 
technological change will be a more permanent backdrop to adapt in the foreseeable future. We small sporadic 
corrections of 1-2% in the broader indices maybe by the end of the year, we see the markets grinding higher, 
with lower volatilities and lower correlations between asset classes and lower dispersion in the equity markets. 
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Equities 

Although we are still positive on US equities, there’s a perception that valuations are getting too stretched and 

consequently are due for a correction of 5-10%. This is more evident in some sectors like technology and 

financials, than others like retails or consumer discretionary. However, high market volatility periods are scares in 

history, as the chart below shows. 
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The US economy seems to be in a sluggish and slow recovery that still lack costs pressure (particularly wages) in 

order to spark inflation concerns. Furthermore reflation expectations are further dissipated as the Trump 

administration’s expansive fiscal policy, tax reforms and deregulation are being put to test by congress and US 

courts. Nonetheless investors are focusing on external fundamentals and earnings momentum growth to push 

the valuations even higher. 
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We think this trend should continue for the summer as low volume and corporate earnings continue to surprise 

basically because of two main factors. The first is low wage pressure keeping costs down. The second is capex 

investments with increasing technologies that have improved productivity and ultimately the bottom line.  

We are more bullish on financials as low wage pressures, higher prospects of deregulation, higher short term 

rates and high stickiness of funding rates (eg. deposits) overweigh a flattening yield curve, low longer term rates 

and decrease volatility leading to lower trading volumes. 

We continue to be overweigh in technologies as the sector has become momentum driven. We do nonetheless 

expect some secular corrections, especially for the big leaders in the space (ei. FANG stocks) as the international 

expansion and higher economies of scale are dampen by high valuations and earnings expectations as well as 

more scrutiny by governments and regulators. Therefore we advise to place relatively inexpensive short term 

hedges to these positions or take advantage of periods of spikes in volatility to be more active.  

Healthcare has become under pressure since the efforts to repeal and replace the existing law has fail bear fruits, 

but is still higher by 15% year to date. Even though the current law has big flaws and higher social costs, replacing 

it has proven to be extremely difficult mainly because of congressional disagreements on where and how to 

make the cuts to the Medicaid programs, how to replace the individual mandate and how the states are funding 

these gaps in their insured. Even though insurers have slowly pulled out of the ACA in many states, their 

privately-run government programs are profiting handsomely. Although we do expect a replacement and fixes to 

the law during the Trump administration, we don’t see it coming this quarter, or maybe even the next. This will 

however put more uncertainty into this sector and prone to headline news and political consensus. 
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We are neutral in Biotechnology as there doesn’t seem to be clary or agreement in any legislation that brings 

price controls. Nonetheless, there seem to be a clear effort to streamline the FDA’s drug approval process and 

more quickly bring generic drugs to the market. 

We are cautiously optimistic in Consumer Discretionary as the consumer is more careful at the shopping cart and 

has increased its debt load. We are still in a slow recovery and as real wages stagnate, there may be too much 

pressure already at the wallet. We are neutral on this sector, and the same in Consumer Staples. 

We neutral in Utilities as a low rate environment and lower energy prices provide support. 

We are long term bearish and underweight in Energy and materials as these sectors are facing cheaper 

competition from renewables and hydrofracking shale oil and gas, as well as international producers (eg. China’s 

aluminum companies). 

We are still overweight on Industrials as some kind of fiscal stimulus, infrastructure spending and border tax 

adjustments will go through US congress by the fall and we don’t believe valuations are accurately reflecting this. 

There is though, a possibility that very little gets done by the end of the year, but that will put further pressure in 

congress to do something as legislative elections will be on agenda in 2018. 

 

Lastly we’re neutral on Real Estate as housing data shows the market is cooling off at a very gradual pace and 

expect short term rates to continue increasing pressuring earnings. This sector is increasingly being supported by 

foreign investors, with China being the top origin. 

 

We are becoming bullish in international developed equities, as European and Japanese large multinational 

industrial and manufacturing sectors are in still being helped by a recovery in activity within their region and in 

Emerging Market but is putting some upward pressure in their currency. We advise to slightly increase the 

allocation by no more than 5%. 

 

Emerging Markets have been on a roller coaster in the last two years but still enjoy a US dollar low rate 

environment, sluggish but positive growth from developed regions and a still health Chinese economy that is 

absorbing raw materials and other primary goods and services from EM. Even though China is putting pressure 

lending, especially the credit that flows through the shadow banking, local governments, state run banks and the 

housing credit, it’s internal consumer sector and infrastructure investment is pulling the GDP growth rate at a 

healthy 6.9% clip. We nonetheless warrant high volatility in the Yuan (USDCHY) as China’s Central Bank can 

surprise with more aggressive tightening and outflow controls. 

 

Focus should also be placed in other more frontier countries (like Argentina and Ukraine), where these 

economies are undergoing some structural reforms, with still relatively low levels of external debt, lower 

valuations and high population growth rates. 
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Rates 

With the Fed’s recent message of their intention to reduce their dependency on forward guidance for a slow and 

gradual increase in fed fund rate, and start redirecting the markets towards a balance sheet reduction, it has 

effectively shifted the attention on the long side of the yield curve. 

However, the underlying premise of their move is still unclear and there seems to be persistent concerns about 

the low wage growth pressures, persistent low growth in productivity and a continued slack in the economy 

albeit decent industrial production and capacity, inventory as well as consumer spending and overall debt. All of 

these contradictions on the data front put the Fed on a delicate place of juggling between net market sentiment 

and expectations of higher rates on one side, and the real economic negative impact down the road on the other. 

This struggle in the Fed’s forward guidance places a slow and gradual balance sheet reduction in the agenda as 

the main tool for controlling inflation expectations. 

Moreover, a higher expected issuance supply due to expected growth in the budget deficit will put pressure on 

long rates. As such, a looming government shutdown due to a debt ceiling gridlock can adversely put upward 

pressure on short term yields (3mo Tbills), forcing the government to push issuance to longer maturities (7y or 

10y Treasuries). 
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Having said all this, we still believe there’s not enough force to pull rates much higher as the political impasse and 

gridlock in Washington on many fronts in the US congress muddies investors’ minds, resulting in continuation of a 

flattening yield curve. 
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Notwithstanding the above, the ECB, BOJ and BOE’s coordinated tightening policies, if they become more 

evident, can unlock upward pressure on long dollar rates. 

Despite all the above we still consider highly likely that the cooling sentiment in the US will prevail global 

investors mind above the green shoots in Europe and Japan, and consequently we will continue to see a 

flattening of the dollar yield curve in the coming quarter. 

 

Credit 

Even though the expectations of fiscal stimulus and tax reforms have waned, we continue to see value in the 

Investment Grade sector as rates will still remain low, corporate balance sheets are healthy and well capitalized 

but recommend starting lowering duration and look towards the lower end of the credit spectrum on this sector. 

We are switching to neutral on high yields as valuations are still richer on historical standards but the risks of 

sudden rate hikes are lower during the summer. European and other developed credits should be offering better 

carry especially in the utilities and non-energy commodities’ space. Junior subordinated and secured paper 

should also be included on portfolios. 

 

Currencies 

As mentioned last quarter, the US dollar was the most poorly forecasted market of all asset classes in the post-

election risk markets rally; with almost everyone calling for an ever stronger dollar, especially after promises of 

tax adjusted US trade policies, fiscal stimulus, deregulation and more hawkish rate path from the Fed. However, 

after these efforts take time to materialize, investors are starting to fade out their bullish dollar bets. This 

reversal has put support in other developed currencies the Yen, Euro and even the Pound. It has also been 

supportive for commodities, especially in energy and industrials. Gold, which has been punished in the initial 

reflationary risk assets’ rally, has been recovering some ground on the renewed US dollar weakness. Bitcoin and 

Ethereum are slowly becoming a strong substitute of the precious metal as a reserve currency as well as a small 

component in larger and institutional portfolios. 

We now see EURUSD under some support pressure in the short term, possibly even crossing the 1.20 level as 

political risks in the euro area have been for the time being put aside, as well as a stronger USDJPY given US pro-

growth efforts fading out and potential increased global trade disputes and uncertainty. 

 

Major EM currencies are under pressure as the USD continues its gradual waning so major central banks are 

starting to become more accommodative and with the exception of China, may begin a weakening trend. 

Notwithstanding the above, we are bullish on Mexican peso (USDMXN), Brazilian real (USDBRL) and Indian rupee 

(USDINR) and the Indonesian rupiah (USDIDR). 

 

Commodities 

Even though gold has recovered on the back of US dollar weakness, it has been on a range bound the first quarter 

of 2017. Given our forecast of USD weakness for the next quarter, we see it trading a bit higher, but we’re still 

neutral. 
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The oil markets have been more volatile trading between 40-50 as OPEC countries’ commitment to curtail 

production in 2017 is encountering a strong, reactive and nimble US shale producer supply response which is 

putting a strong resistance on any short term trend.  Moreover, we think that technology in hydrofracking shale 

resources as well as a lack of real commitment from OPEC members to cut production due to their growing 

external imbalances are undermining every effort by the oil exporting group to support a recovery, making us 

become bearish on the sector for the foreseeable future. 

Natural gas inventories have had the same run given a mild winter in the northern hemisphere. Large 

infrastructure and trade developments such as Iran, Qatar and US gulf region in LNG production and trade routes 

are further pressuring the sector. Having considered this, we turned bearish and underweight our position. 

We’ve switched to neutral on copper as the benefits of an infrastructure stimulus in the US administration are 

waning, especially with mayor mine shutdown problems under control for the time being.  

We are neutral on soft commodities as softer demands from China, Europe and Japan, might be neutralized by 

shorter supply given warmer weather affecting crops on global regions especially in the US. 

Emerging Markets 

Given the waning effects of the reflationary trades, investors started looking for other catalysts to support their 

bullish views. As such, global investors have been shifting their allocation towards cyclical and more sensitive 

sectors, like technology, discretionary and EM markets. The latter was especially hard hit right after the US 

election. The erosion of confidence in clear and strong fiscal and trade policies from the US government put the 

attention on cheap EM assets, especially in higher yielding local currency bonds (think Mexico, Brazil and 

Argentina for example) delivering higher risk adjusted returns. 

In addition, doubts about China’s deceleration have dissipated and a more restrictive but active monetary and FX 

policy by the Bank of China have controlled the outflows of capital, alleviating the pressure on the renminbi 

(USDCHY) and disincentivizing a currency depreciation, therefore benefiting the industrial metal and soft 

commodity complex. Even though, the space has rallied lately, you need to be selective and look for idiosyncratic 

country fundamentals to find cheap assets. We continue to be cautiously bullish on the sector but recommend 

reducing Brazil and Argentina allocation due to short term political instability in both countries, although labor 

market structural reforms should boost their fundamentals. 

Notwithstanding the above, high yielding short term carry trades in EM currencies can still present decent low 

risk opportunities. A small allocation should complement a short duration, money market position in a portfolio. 

Brazil and Taiwan are present interesting net yield/swap spreads. For example, a one month covered carry trade 

in Argentina’s central bank local currency notes (Lebac) is yielding around 2%pa (ie. a USDARS synthetic trade) 

minus applicable commissions. 
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Alternatives 

Given richer equity valuations in the US, and the waning down of pro-growth new US policy enthusiasm, sector 

performance will become less correlated between them, and potentially more disperse, providing opportunistic 

entries for Hedge Funds in selective sectors, industries and strategies. We are neutral on Real Estate (commercial 

and residential), given a hot market in many parts of the US, but a lack of the appropriate income/wage growth 

to support it as well as a rising interest rate environment. Private Equity can make a lot of sense given the 

resurgence of M&A activity. 

 
 

Leonardo Reos 
President and Founder at Sigma Capital Advisors LLC 
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